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INTRODUCTION.

This year we decided to revisit the Frisian islands. On our last
visit, in 1986, we got as far as Norddeich, so we decided to
launch there and explore the rest of the German Frisian islands.

If time and weather allowed we might make it to Helgoland, or

revisit the Dutch islands and mainland harbours.

Originally we had booked our holiday for May, but Brian went down

with appendicitis the week before. Despite being out of hospital
in three days we decided it would be unwise to go sailing so

soon, so we had to rearrange the cruise for July and August.

PLANNING.

We already had charts for the islands but needed to get one for

Helgoland. The best charts are the Dutch and German but we had to

settle for the Admiralty. Previously we had obtained our charts
from J.D.Potter who apart from being slow produced the right

charts. They were unfortunatly taken over by Kelvin Hughes, who

sent us the wrong charts and are still demanding money from us

with threats.

We went through our articles and found all those about the area.

We ordered the R.D.F. from Pat Dollard, we decided that Helgoland

might be quite easy to miss without it. We checked that all our

documents were up to date, including our Small Ships Registration

and Helmsman's certificate of competence.

We looked up the ferry prices and decided that the Harwich-Hook

of Holland was too expensive. We took the Felixstowe-Zeebrugge

instead which worked out about eighty pounds cheaper.

Previously we had great difficulty using credit cards in the

Frisians, and getting to a bank during opening hours is never

easy when cruising. To avoid problems this time we therefore

decided to carry cash, it certainly made things a lot easier.

The only job that we needed to do on the boat was to alter the

rudder. We have a Mark 1 wooden boat with many of the original

fittings, including an old style rudder. We had been wondering

about altering it, to hang straight down, instead of at a slight

angle; but had so far not done it. We were finally persuaded,

after a cruise in company across the Wash, when running down wind

we had to reef earlier than the other boats due to a lot of

weather helm. We used the conversion drawings supplied by the

UKWA and it all went very well.





FRIDAY JULY 28TH.

We set off after work on the Friday evening, luckily we live

within an hours drive of Felixstowe, so despite the fact that I

do not finish work until seven, we were still able to catch the

over night ferry. We found ourselves queuing behind another

Wayfarer to go onto the ferry. We did not at first recognise it

as a Wayfarer as it was of the racing variety, with a fancy

bottom cover. It turned out to be Tony Perkins and crew with

W 7888 on their way to Copenhagen for the Worlds. We had a good

yarn, but probably all ended up thinking that what the others

were setting off to do, did not sound like our cup of tea.

Because of our change of plans we had not been able to get a

cabin, so settled down in our sleeping bags on the floor. A

carpeted floor compares very well with the bottom boards of a

Wayfarer and we slept well. Having first remembered to stock up

on the duty free.

SATURDAY JULY 29TH.

Other people had obviously not slept as well as us and we were

woken by a steady tramp of feet at 5.30. There was plenty of time

for a shower and breakfast before docking. We set off in the

direction of Antwerp through lush green countryside. They had

obviously been having a lot more rain than us, or perhaps they

just have a better irrigation system. We could not stop for a cup

of coffee until we were in Holland, as we had no Belgium francs.

On the radio we were hearing of massive traffic jams in England

at the start of the school holidays. We were impressed with how

quiet the roads were. In Holland nearly all the cars were

carrying bicycles with them, on a wide variety of inventive cycle

racks. On the whole the surfaces were very good,apart from a

short stretch when we first crossed the German border. There were

no formalities at any of the borders, in fact it was very easy to

miss the frontier altogether.

We arrived at Norddeich at 5.15, it was lucky that we had not

relied on getting the charts from the chandlery as it shut at

12.00. We found in Germany that all the shops shut at mid-day,

and on Saturdays they did not open again, so we had to plan our

provisioning around this. On week-days they open again from 3- 6.

We launched down an excellent concrete slip, wide and accessible

at all states of the tide. It was a little steep so we went in

rather fast, but by taking it at an angle we avoided a life-boat

launch. We rowed across to a convenient berth in the marina, and

having put the tent up treated ourselves to a fish dinner

overlooking the marina.
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SUNDAY JULY 30TH.

5.55 Synopsis; deepening low southern north sea expected north

Denmark 998 by 1.00 Monday.
German Bight S 3/4 veering NW 5/6.

We had a very leisurely start to the next day, the sun was

shining and we rolled back part of the tent for breakfast. After

breakfast we got the charts out and decided where to go. The

forecast suggested that although there was very little wind

things were not going to last. So we abandoned our first idea to

visit Greetsiel, as this would mean we might be stuck on the

mainland if the wind picked up, and would involve a beat out,

with the wind going into the north west.

We set off with the wind SW 3 or less with full sails set. We

headed north towards Nordeney, then turned east along the

Riffgat. We were drifting along and it was so calm we ate our

lunch as we went.

In the distance we could hear thunder, and there was only time

for Brian to scrabble into his oilskins before the squall was

upon us. The strength of the wind was amazing, probably force 7,

we were permanently up on a plane, it felt as if the mast would

be pulled out of the front of the boat. The channel was very

narrow and as we were going directly downwind I was worried about

a gybe. In the middle of all this Brian tried to draw my

attention to a group of seals on the sand banks. As can be

imagined this was much appreciated.

Brian managed to pull in a couple of reefs, and drop the genoa,

and life became a little calmer. But we were still doing about

five knots. With the new rudder position she was much easier to

handle. If we had had the old configuration I do not think I

would have been able to control the helm. As the wind picked up

the wind over tide effect was very dramatic, the sea was foaming

all round us. The other boats that had been motoring through the

watt with us turned tail and vanished back towards Nordeney; the

island and the mainland were blotted out and we suddenly felt

very alone.

The channel twisted and turned and we had to gybe several times,

with the double reef in this was achieved safely. (Our reefing

positions have been designed to divide the sail area into thirds,

so with the second reef in we are down to a third of the sail

area.) As we crossed the watershed we touched the bottom a few

times, this was not surprising as it was about four hours after

high water.
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MONDAY JULY 31ST.

5.55 Synopsis; deepening low 995 south Jutland expected Sweden
by 1.00 Tuesday.
German Bight NW 7/9.

We were obviously not going sailing. We floated at 6.30 and moved
the boat and anchor up wind. A leisurely breakfast gave us the
chance to try out the new toast maker. A great success. We had
purchased it at the boat show and never got around to using it,
until this trip.

We went ashore to do some shopping at 12.15, only to discover
that the shops were shut for lunch from 12 until 3. So we set off
to walk around the island. There are no cars on the island so
everything is transported by horses. There are very few of the
old houses left. They were built low down to protect them from
the wind.

On the northern side of the island there was a sand storm blowing
along the beach. The breaking seas on the off lying sand banks
were a frightening sight.

17.50 Synopsis; low 985 expected southern Sweden 982 Tuesday.
German Bight NW 7/9.

TUESDAY AUGUST 1ST.

We decided there was no need to wake up for the forecast and had
a lie in. We set up our grapnel anchor in the harbour wall, so we
could leave the main anchor set and still bring the boat ashore.
The wind was so strong that it was hard work pulling her in, but
it made getting to and from the showers a lot easier.

It seemed a good opportunity to get all our post cards written.
After which we explored the centre of the island. It was mostly
sand dunes with little vegetation but there were some small
trees. Later we watched a passenger boat come out of the Seegat
between Baltrum and Langeooge. We could see no way through the
breaking seas despite being able to see the channel buoys. At the
last minute he turned round. On the way back he was going much
slower against the tide. We assumed they had just brought some
tourists out to show them the bar.

17.50 German Bight NW 7/9 decreasing 6/8.

Despite the forecast we had a very rough night and did not get
much peace until we settled out at 3.30 am.





WEDNESDAY AUGUST 2ND.

5.55 Synopsis; low south Sweden 991 moving south east and
filling.
German Bight NW 6/8 decreasing 5.

It sounded more promising but it did not feel any less windy yet.
So another day on Baltrum was planned. The high tide was so high

that the grazing fields for the horses were flooded, they did not
seem very happy. In contrast to the Dutch islands there was no
attempt to cultivate the land. Before tourism,it is difficult to
see how they could have made a living.

THURSDAY AUGUST 3RD.

5.55. German Bight W or NW 4/5 increasing 6/7 perhaps 8 later.

Although it did not sound wonderful it could have been worse. The
ventimeter registered force 4 in the harbour. So we decided it
would be alright to sail. The reason for this decision was that
we were going down wind, it was only eight miles and our
destination was well protected from the west and north west. To

make it even easier we decided to leave two hours before high
water. This meant that we would have the tide with us to the
watershed and it would then turn and be with us down the other
side.

We set off with two reefs and the jib. A lot of other boats were
also on the move, after they had extracted themselves from the
cat's cradle of lines across the harbour. They were nearly all
motoring, despite going down wind.

The passage was over in less than two hours. We could probably
have carried more sail but felt safer as we were. We dropped
anchor in Langeooge harbour. We intended to dry out but having
discovered the bottom was glutinous black mud chose a pontoon
berth instead.

After lunch we set off to explore the island. Our first stop was
the marina office, where we were relieved of 10 DM for our berth.
This was our most expensive night, several nights we were charged
nothing at all. We hired bicycles from the office, as the town
was two miles away. After a very piggy banana split in an ice
cream parlour we cycled to the eastern end of the island. On the
way back we were caught in a downpour but soon dried off in the
wind.

Distance sailed 8 miles. Baltrum to Langeooge.
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FRIDAY AUGUST 4TH.

5.55 Synopsis; low south Baltic 987 expected south Sweden 980 by
Saturday.
German Bight NW 6/8.

We decided that it was going to get windier on Saturday. If we
did not leave today we would be stuck for another couple of days.
The people on the Dutch boat next door said the local forecast
was 6/7. They were not going anywhere and invited us aboard for
coffee.

We decided to leave and started to get ready, as we did so a
group of ghouls gathered and waited for the drama to begin. Even
the harbour master came down to find out where we were going. As
it was still down wind we were not too worried. We set off with
two reefs and the jib, she handled very well. The only worrying
part was when we had to close haul into Spiekerooge harbour. The
weather chose this moment to produce a squall and we had to spill
wind and sit right out to stay upright. We averaged 6 knots for
the passage.

We dropped the hook so we would dry out on a sandy beach. When
the tide dropped we had to move some rock castles,that children
had built out of the harbour wall. After lunch we walked into
town. A delightful island with a lot of old buildings and well
established trees. We sat outside a cafe and watched the world go
by, while sipping exotic teas. They offered a wide variety of
aromatic teas which were kept hot over a candle and served with
lumps of rock sugar. I had seen several people drinking this
before but had not realised it was tea.

While we were cooking our supper another boat turned up which was
almost a cruising dinghy. It had a boom tent but also had a
little cuddy.They made rather a fuss of anchoring and I noticed
they did not have any chain on their anchor. We dried out level
but we heard a lot of noise from the other boat. They dragged
their anchor and had to kedge off to prevent themselves drying
out at a crazy angle.

Distance sailed 9 miles. Langeoog to Spiekeroog.
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once over the watershed we had the tide with us all the way to
the Seegat between Langeoog and Baltrum. We were also able to
free off the wind which had picked up, so we made good progress.
Next we headed through the Baltrumer Wattfahrwasser. We knew we
would not get over the watershed on a falling tide but decided to
see how far we could get. As the sand banks appeared so did the
seals. Closely followed by tourist boats to look at the seals. We
were quietly tacking up the channel, past the seals when one of
the skippers, of a large noisy motor boat started shouting at us.
He obviously thought we were spoiling the sight seeing. He was
making tacking in the narrow channel difficult but I did not know
how to tell him that! By 11.30 we had run out of water. We
anchored and put up the tent. After an early lunch we caught up
on a some sleep.

13.55 German Bight SW 5/7 decreasing 4/5.

while we had been asleep the wind had got up. We took the tent
down and prepared to continue. Once we got the tent off it felt
even windier so we put in two reefs and the jib. There seemed to
be plenty of water now so we set off. It was very difficult
beating up the channel as a procession of boats were coming the
other way. They were not going to give way to us as they were
constrained by their draft. The result was nearly a nasty coming
together. our only method of escape was to turn and run back. The
problem then was that we were going so fast that the motor boat
could not overtake us and we were heading into shallow water on a
lee shore. In the end we managed to tack back and get by him.

The channel then headed north west towards Baltrum and we freed
off. We had to cross the Seegat to get into the Nordeneyer
Wattfahrwasser. The tide was flowing in and the wind was in the
south west so we had a very unpleasant wind over tide effect. we
were shipping large dollops of green water and I thought we were
very near to capsizing. Brian who was on the helm said he felt we
were alright but I was glad when we were across. We were then
able to keep slightly out of the channel and so get less tide
effect and therefore less steep seas. We were now faced with
beating another seven miles to Nordeney our intended destination.
we tacked back and forward but were making a lot of leeway. We
find that this is always the case when we try and beat with the
jib.

Before we left our lunch stop we had considered the other options
if we could not make Nordeney. They were Baltrum or Nessmersiel.
Although we would have preferred Baltrum we decided we should go
to Nessmersiel, as we could retrieve there if necessary. Once we
turned round, the boat was more manageable. We scooted back and
because we were broad reaching were able to lift the centre board
and cut the corner. This meant we did not have to start beating
until we were alongside the barrier leading into Nessmersiel.
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SATURDAY AUGUST 5TH.

5.55 German Bight NW 5/6 decreasing 3/4.

The predicted wind did not materialise but we had decided to
spend an extra day on this island. We did our washing and hung it
in the rigging before leaving for a walk round the island. We set
off along the northern shore. As with all the islands the
northern side consists of a wide sandy beach with surf. The
Germans are very organised, the beaches are covered with brightly
coloured wind proof seats. Fresh water showers on the beach to
wash off the salt and hot water showers within a hundred yards.
Areas of the sea are roped off for swimming with a life guard in
an observation tower. They are also pretty hardy, there were a
lot of them swimming, whereas the best we could manage was a
paddle.

We did not have to walk far before we had the beach to ourselves.
There were large flocks of birds near the low water mark and
seals off the eastern end. We came back through the centre of the
island on a footpath that is only open after the breeding season.
There were a lot of dead seagulls left behind in the breeding
area. A few birds that had broken wings were still running
around, obviously abandoned by their parents. We were surprised
by the number of dead birds but we later discovered that nine hondrlt
thousand birds breed in this area each year, so the death rate is
probably not all that high.

When we got back to the harbour, the harbour master was in the
middle of moving our boat. The wind was forecast to go into the
east and he was worried we would be swung into the pontoons. He
had moved us into a berth and declined our offer to pay. He said
we were in the area reserved for the youth boats and there was no
charge.

We had a meal ashore in a very pleasant old fashioned restaurant
which we had spotted earlier. We had a bit of trouble
understanding the menu but it tasted very good. Brian had a green
soup which the waiter said was made from something that grew in
the fields and you could make bread with, we were none the wiser.
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SUNDAY AUGUST 6TH.

5.55 German Bight variable mainly SE 3/4.

We woke to find the sun beating into the tent and we were able to

fold the tent back for breakfast. We decided to sail over to the

mainland to visit Neuharlingersiel.The wind remained in the north
so the spinnaker got it's first airing on this trip. There was so
little wind that I was able to land on a sand bank and take some
photos. We then sailed into the harbour and found a spare berth.
While eating our lunch we were regaled by the sound of a brass
band marching round the harbour. When we went to have a look
round all the fishing boats were decked out in bunting. We were
not able to work out what they were celebrating. Since there were
a lot of medals in evidence it was probably something to do with
the war.

The old harbour was very picturesque. It is one of the few
mainland harbours that has not been rebuilt and was used in the
filming of "the Riddle of the Sands". We wandered around the
village but decided we preferred the peace and quiet of the
islands.

We therefore set off to Wangerooge. It was so warm in the harbour
that we did not put our oilskins on. We soon regretted this as we

had to beat. When we arrived at the island, we decided to stay in
the main harbour, rather than beat the extra mile to the drying
harbour nearer the town. Also if the wind did go into the south
east it would be exposed. We had to moor up five out on the trots
so we picked a small wooden Dutch boat to tie to.

It was a very pleasant sunny evening and we were able to dry off
our wet gear. We had a very peaceful night, apart from being
woken at 5 am by some noisy Germans leaving.

Distance sailed 14 miles.
Spiekeroog to Wangerooge via Neuharlingersiel.
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MONDAY AUGUST 7TH.

5.55 German Bight S veering W 4.

We walked round the island and as we went we tried to spot the
channel buoys leading out of the Seegat. We were a little worried
about the visibility, about 2 miles, as we were already thinking
about the crossing to Helgoland. Little did we know how good this
was. We hoped to be able to take the train back to the harbour
but it was not leaving for an hour so we walked. The train only
runs to meet the ferries and these are dependant on the tides. On
the way we passed an impressive old church tower that is now used
as a youth hostel. At least we thought it was an old one until we
discovered that it had been destroyed in the war by the Germans
as they thought they were about to be invaded. After the war it
had to be rebuilt.

We got back to the boat relatively early to allow plenty of time
to plan the crossing to Helgoland. In the event we did not get
the early night we needed as the planning took more time than
expected.

17.50 Synopsis; low west Fair Isle 1001 moving NE expected 100
miles north Viking 1005, Atlantic low 997 moving NE expected
Bailey by 13.00 Tuesday.
German Bight Variable 3 becoming NW 4, visibility moderate or
poor becoming good.

The first decision we had to make was whether the weather was
going to be good enough. We decided that there were no deep lows
expected in the next two to three days. This should give us time
to get there and back. The visibility was going to be our major
problem.

We copied all the details of the buoys, that we would pass into
our water-proof note book, with the courses to steer. We also
entered all the information for the radio beacons.

I have developed a system for tidal information to try and get
round the difficulty of navigating under way. One of the problems
we used to find, was that you had to make assumptions about your
likely speed, before you set off, so as to work out the course to
steer. What we now do is use the information from the tidal
diamonds or the tidal atlas. We draw this onto clear acetates,
with different coloured water-proof pens, using the same scale as
the chart. One can do this for the full 24 hours and then if you
are late departing or go slower than planned you still have all
the relevant information. All. you then need to do, to work out
the course to steer, Is to lay the acetate on the chart, at the
current time, add your speed and measure your course.
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TUESDAY AUGUST 8TH.

The alarm went off at 5.00, it was still dark. We had a good

breakfast and prepared thermoses for the trip. We had already
made sandwiches the night before. A German boat inside us had
said they were leaving at 5.30. There was no sign of life and it
turned out they had decided to delay their departure. The skipper

on one of the other boats, saw us getting ready and suggested we
would be better off going back to bed. The reason for all this
enthusiasm was the visibility, two hundred yards...........

Due to the hour's time difference, we had to wait for the shipping
forecast. We filled in time by setting up the radar reflector. We
use the spinnaker halyard and run the reflector up the forestay.

If you keep the downhaul tight enough the reflector will stay in
front of the forestay. Because of our wooden mast we have had to
pad the edges to stop it damaging the mast.

5.55 Synopsis; low north Fair Isle 1005 moving north east, ridge
of high pressure Biscay to Finisterre moving north east.
German Bight variable becoming W 3/4, visibility moderate or

good.

They were not very accurate about the visibility. Despite this we
decided that we should be able to navigate out of the Seegat and
the visibility would hopefully improve. We left at 7.30.

We set off with full main sail and genoa. We have two strops on
the stem head fitting so that we can have the jib already
attached. If the wind gets up one can then change sails more
quickly. If we expect to need to change head sails we will loose
luff the genoa. The sails can then be changed without having to
go onto the fore deck.

We always wear.. our harnesses and if we are going to sea,clip
on our lines. We attach our lines around the thwart. We used to

find we got our lines a bit mixed up if tacking but we have got
used to it. If you leave putting on your harness until you think
you need it, there is usually too much going on to do so. We have
found this out the hard way.(When our rudder fittings gave way
and we were not attached to the boat)

As we set off from the harbour, the skipper who had advised us to
go back to bed, came to wave us off. He looked as if he thought
we would not be seen again. The visibility was now about a
quarter of a mile. We could just make out the next buoy before we
lost the last one. Initially we had to tack and we found the fog

very disorientating. We were helped for a short way by a ferry
leaving for Helgoland. We knew he was going in the right
direction because we had seen a time-table in town. We were not
able to keep him in sight for very long.
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The tide was setting west fairly strongly and we were having to
steer 20° off our course to combat it. This was more than we had
predicted from our tidal information. As we sailed out between
Wangerooge and Spiekeroog we saw no sign of land. We also managed
to miss the last buoy, Harle. But we were reasonably sure of
where we were,so set a course for Helgoland. We checked our speed
with our Dutchman's log and found we were doing 4.6 knots.The
course, 0120, passed close to the Weser light, which would help
to confirm our position. We altered course slightly to the east
to identify a pair of buoys. This was not in fact very helpful.
They were marking the channel into the Jade and the Admiralty
chart just said buoyed channel. We were now unfortunately off the
end of our German chart.

By 9.00 we were in the big ship anchorage Neue-Weser-Reede. The
visibility was now one mile. We realised we had over compensated
for the west setting tide. It obviously weakened as we got off
shore. We therefore altered course to bring ourselves to the
north west corner of the anchorage. I announced, that in twenty
minutes, we should sight the Weser light. Brian was very
impressed when in twenty minutes a red and white buoy appeared on
the nose. He became a little disillusioned when another two
appeared. Our chart definitely showed only one. We sailed right
into the middle of them and they all had Weser written on them.
It had certainly given me a few minutes of disquiet.

We celebrated with a peach and some biscuits. We now began to
relax and enjoy the trip. We were still making 4.6 knots. The
course for Helgoland was now calculated to be 0080. We passed a
very tired black headed gull. It had found a bit of drift wood to
rest on. Unfortunately it was directly on our course, but all it
did was fly around and land on the wood again.

We saw a few sailing boats coming from the direction of
Helgoland. Then another ferry appeared heading towards Helgoland
and we decided we must be on course. We began to imagine we could
see cathedrals in the mist. This was after only five hours at
sea, just imagine what one would be seeing after a few weeks.

We were operating a two hour watch system. We spent most of the
crossing close hauled. By 12.30 the wind had dropped and our
speed was down to 3 knots. This meant we were able to have a cup
of coffee without having to ease off the wind.

At 12.45 we became aware of a hazy outline. Was it a ship? was it
an island! I got out the R.D.F. and tuned it to 397.2 kHz with
bated breath. _ . . . . . . . it was the right signal
and it was in the right place. We could see Helgoland. The
visibility was now about four miles.As we got closer I got a bit
optimistic about our E.T.A. and prepare4the fenders for the
harbour. By 14.09 the Helgoland east cardinal buoy was abeam.
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Then the wind dropped and the east setting tide began to sweep us
off towards an anchored destroyer. It was time for the oars. Then
we noticed a submarine prowling around as well. Full speed ahead
captain. They started firing green flares, what was going on?
Luckily the wind picked up again and we sailed into the Vorhafen.
We passed the outer harbour wall at 15.10. We then sailed into
the Sudhafen and dropped our sails.

We rowed about the inner harbour while we considered which trot
to add ourselves to. I favoured a small motor boat but Brian
chose a large Dutch yacht. They were already seven boats deep. We
had just secured our lines when the harbour master came and
rescued us. He took us to a small berth alongside the pontoon. We
had eyed this on our way in but had been put off by the"nicht
anlegen"' Our German is not very good but we had correctly assumed
this to say'no mooring. When we were nearly crushed by boats
leaving the next morning,we could see why it was a slightly dodgy
spot.

We had a reviving cup of coffee and then set off to explore the
island. The town was not nearly as bad as we had expected. The
tourists had all gone back to the mainland. In a book shop we
were told in graphic detail about how the British had bombed the
island in the war. The owner was also at great pains, to point
out that there was no longer, a military presence on the island.
We wondered what the military ships and helicopters that we had
seen were!

Back to the boat for an early night. They were now moored out
twelve boats deep. You are expected to attach a bow or stern line
to mooring buoys running at right angles to the pontoon. Some
boats did not have long enough lines. Where there were a series
of these together the trot drifted off towards the next line of
boats. Great potential for chaos. Being a duty free port every
one was stocking up with booze. You can imagine the difficulty in
carrying crates of drink across eleven boats if you are on the
outside. Some of the boats were using their outboards to get
ashore to avoid the big trek.

Distance sailed 27 miles. Wangerooge to Helgoland.
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 9TH.

5.55 Synopsis; low 200 miles south west Iceland 984 moving east
986 by 1.00 Thursday, frontal trough Finisterre, Tyne, Viking by
same time.
German Bight W backing S 3/4.

We had already decided to spend another day looking round. The
forecast did not sound too worrying for the following day so we

stuck to our plan. We were woken by mechanical diggers at 6.45,
they were rebuilding the harbour side. We were watching a British
registered Canadian boat 'Main Chance leaving harbour. Suddenly
over the tannoy came a voice in English,'Main Chance you have not
paid your harbour dues!" The engine was rapidly thrown into

reverse, black smoke billowing as sheepishly, they returned. It
certainly stopped anyone else trying to leave without paying.
The only other British registered boat was flying a Union flag in

place of an ensign. In the port cross trees they had their
ensign. They were all speaking German and when Brian took a photo
they all vanished below deck. Very fishy. We did not feel either

boat showed the Brits in a good light.

After breakfast we made the trek through the building site to pay
our harbour dues. 14 DM for two nights. As a result we nearly
missed the showers which for some reason closed from 10.30 until
4.30. The showers were the most expensive on the trip 4 DM and

the length of time was the least generous. You even had to pay to
use the loo. The only drinking water was from a tap outside the
harbour office, so another trek back to get that.

We decided to do the navigation for the return trip before we
went off to explore. We were going to aim for Langeoog on the way
back. This would give us a better chance of sailing all the way

to Norddeich in the time available. It was the furthest west we
could go without having to cross the main traffic separation
zone.

After lunch we walked to the top of the Oberland and looked down
over the island. Helgoland is made of a hard red sand stone. The
next door island Dune is as it's name suggests a sand dune. We
could see some nice beaches on Dune which looked ideal to beach a
Wayfarer on. Unfortunately there is no landing except from the
Helgoland ferries. This is apparently because the island is
reserved for bathing and beach sports. Apparently seven thousand
tourists visit the island on a "good" day. A large number of them
were walking round the Oberland, the rest of them were in the
duty free shops. The visibility was a lot better, we were fairly
certain we could see the faint outline of Wangerooge from the
top. The stripy red sand stone was very dramatic, it made an
ideal nest site for various sea birds. We saw a lot of kittiwakes
with young. There were also some sheep and cattle grazing.
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THURSDAY AUGUST 10TH.

00.33 Synopsis; low Faroes 998 moving north east, Atlantic low
988 moving east expected north Rockall 983 by 22.00, deepening
complex low Iceland 980 by same time.
German Bight S 4/5 veering W or NW, visibility moderate or poor.

We woke at 4.30 and listened to a recording of the above
forecast. It looked as if we were going to have to beat. We had
breakfast then prepared for sea, we were away by 6.20. We set off
with full sail, beating. We were shipping quite a lot of water
but the bailers were coping well. We had to free off a little so
as to be able to listen to the shipping forecast.

5.55. Synopsis; deepening low moving rapidly east expected north
Rockall 980 by Friday.
German Bight S 4/5 veering W increasing 6, visibility moderate or
good.

After the forecast we put in one reef and the boat felt more
comfortable , we were still going pretty fast. Once we reached
the Helgoland buoy we set our course. We decided the starboard
tack was the best as the tide was setting west, the best we could
manage was 1600. We checked our speed:we were doing 4.75 knots.
At 8.09 we lost sight of Helgoland, the visibility was about five
miles.

9.30 hove to for ten minutes, call of nature.
9.50 speed 4.75 to 5 knots.
10.17 crossed the wake of a German tanker going into the Elbe.
10.30 tacked, we were only one mile east of our DR position.
10.44 shook out the reef, wind dropping.
11.09 Nordergrunde-N.
11.30 speed 3.8 knots.
12.08 Schlusseltonne abeam, speed 3.2 knots.
12.44 Brian rowing.

What had started out as a fast spirited sail was fizzling into
nothing. So far no sign of the westerly 6. At least it was sunny
so we peeled a few layers of clothes off and enjoyed it. By 14.04
Wangerooge was visible abeam. At 14.13 we were able to stop
rowing and tacked.

13.55 Synopsis; Atlantic low moving rapidly east expected
Hebrides 970 by 7.00 Friday.
German Bight SW backing S 4 increasing 6 perhaps gale 8 later.

All this wind forecast and we were hardly moving; very
frustrating! At last the wind went into the north west and we
were able to put the spinnaker up. To do this we had to take down
the radar reflector.
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FRIDAY AUGUST 11TH.

00.33 Synopsis; low north Rockall 978 expected south east Iceland
972 by 23.00.
German Bight SW 4 increasing 5/6.

We woke at 4.00 and were away by 5.20, our neighbours who had
also been going to have an early start decided to stay in bed.
There was very little wind as we rowed out of the harbour. We
hoisted sail and drifted off with the tide. The fishing boats
returning from their nights fishing looked eerie as they loomed
out of the mist. The sails and our clothes were soon dripping
with moisture. We began to feel cold for the first time this
holiday. The dawn was welcome when it came but the sun was soon
blotted out by thickening fog.

5.55 German Bight S 5/6.

High water was at 6.20. As we were on a rising tide we decided to
take a short cut across Marten's plate, Swinnplate and
Bakenplate. When we were in the middle of what on our chart was
marked as a sand bank,a large boat went by. We assumed there must
be some unmarked channels that the locals know about.With the
poor visibility we had some difficulty deciding when we had
rejoined the channel. Just before we did so our centre board hit
and for a few moments we thought we might be spending the day
there. As the wind was not more than force 3 we decided to press
on.

We were now at the entrance to Neuharlingersiel and the tide was
flowing out. We had to do a short section to the next watershed
against the tide. We were also having to tack. We were being
swept backwards and it did not look as if we were going to make
it. With a lot of determined row sailing we got round the first
bend. After that we were able to close haul and by staying
outside the channel,we made against the tide.

The channels are all very well buoyed and the numbering is
logical. When you get to the drying channels they use withies as
port markers, they are saplings facing upwards. Occasionally you
get besoms, starboard markers, they have had their tops broken
off and reattached upside down. These are usually only found in
entrance channels. A group of three withies means there is a
junction. This was the day we discovered that a single withie
marks a high drying point. This nearly caused a disaster but is
worth remembering when you are stranded and the tide is coming
in. As you approach a withied section it looks very confusing,
there appears to be no logic, but as you get closer the channel
becomes obvious. Just remember they can be very tortuous and
unless you have got plenty of water it is best to follow them
closely.







Our chart was a little confusing about the entrance. It showed a
barrier on the starboard side marked by besoms, with withies
marking the port side. As we approached there were telegraph
poles down the starboard side and withies only eight foot away.
we assumed this meant there was only a very narrow dredged
channel. As we were tacking we were not able to keep to the
channel anyway. Later when we saw other boats leaving we realised
the withies were in fact starboard markers.

Once we got to the pier we had to drop sail and anchor while we
tried to spot a berth on the pontoons. By now the wind was very
strong and rowing against it was going to be difficult. We set
off with Brian rowing furiously. Keeping her head to wind was
difficult and as soon as we reached a boat, with fenders out we
stopped to take stock. We could not find an empty berth so we
moved alongside a large motor boat which was lying at right
angles to the wind. This gave us excellent shelter and we were
very pleased to get the tent up again.

17.50 Synopsis; low Faroes 977 expected north Bailey 975 by 7.00
Saturday.
German Bight SW 5/6 occasionally 8 at first decreasing 4.

This change in the forecast explained why we had just been having
such a spirited sail. As can be seen from the series of forecasts
the wind strength increased during the day but the gale was not
forecast until after we had experienced it.

The people from the local club were very helpful and showed us
where to find the key to the wash room. The facilities on shore
were limited to one cafd, the rest of the village was inland. The
slip looked adequate although it was a little steep, there was
good car access to it.

At high water we were surprised to see a moderately large ferry
arrive. It tied up on the quay near where we had originally
anchored. Given our problems getting in we were amazed that they
had made it up the channel. The ferries must have very flat
bottoms.

Distance sailed 25 miles. Wangerooge to Nessmersiel.
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SATURDAY AUGUST 12TH.

00.33 Synopsis; low south east Iceland 970 expected 250 miles
west Faroes 972.
German Bight SW 4/5 occasionally 6 at first.

We woke at 5.00 and having listened to the recorded forecast
decided that we could get back to Norddeich safely. We rowed out

at 6.20 and hoisted full main and genoa as there was very little
wind. We had noticed a lot of activity on the quay side, we hoped

the ferry would not want to leave while we were in the way. We
decided they would probably wait for high water at 7.20 and we
were well away before them.

As the tide was rising we cut across the Nessmer Nacken and on
towards Nordeney. We were able to close haul most of the way
apart from the odd tack where the channel swung around. It was a
lot more peaceful than it had been the previous day. As we passed
Nordeney harbour we saw a few other boats several of whom were
reefed. The wind over tide effect after high water made the seas
quite rough for a while. As we turned south and headed back to
Norddeich the visibility dropped and we ended up following a
ferry into the harbour. Luckily we were able to hold one tack all
the way in. There were a lot of ferries moving around and tacking
up the channel would have been difficult.

We arrived back at the slip at 10.15. We were pleased to find the

car and trailer still there. There is an excellent public car
park right next to the slip. The only draw back is that the local
lads use it as a race track. Getting the loaded boat back up the

slip was not easy. We needed to use the tow rope on the back of
the car to pull it out. How other people pull their loaded boats

up beaches I do not know. Either we are very weak or our boat and
gear is very heavy.

We were able to unload the boat in a leisurely fashion. We
enjoyed a second breakfast then set off for the drive back. Once
we were over the Dutch border we stopped for a late lunch then
kept going until Breda. We tried to find an old hotel but had to
settle for a motel. At least they had suitable parking for the
boat and car.

Distance sailed 16 miles. Nessmersiel to Norddeich.





SUNDAY AUGUST 12TH.

We were up at 7.15 and away having breakfasted by 8.15, a record
for us. Why do we never achieve this speed when we are in the
boat? We managed to get disastrously lost in Antwerp. At one
point we ended up on a cobbled street next to the river-very
picturesque but very uncomfortable when towing. Surprisingly we
caught the ferry alright.

They were trying to fit a lot of extra lorries onto the ferry. I

was convinced that the lorry backed on behind us,was going to
crush the mast but all was well. There was a SW 5/6 on the way
back which gave quite rough seas, we were glad to be crossing on
the ferry.

Total distance sailed 144 miles.

Total distance driven 760 miles.

EQLUIPMENT.

We cruise Lantana a wooden Mark 1 Wayfarer, built by Smallcraft
in 1962. She has wooden spars, the boom is original, the mast is

a replacement made by F.Collar in Oxford. Our sails were made by
Ray Blackmore 2/3 years ago. We had them made to cruising spec,
the main sail has two rows of reefing points. We have an A shaped
tent which came with the boat. It was home made in Egyptian
cotton and we are very pleased with it. We never carry our
outboard,relying instead on oars.

Most of our equipment is pretty standard. In recent years we have
added a Phillips radio that allows us to record the forecast
without having to wake up. We have also bought a V.H.F. radio, an
Icom IC-M5, we reserve this for emergency use and so far have not

needed it. We borrowed the R.D.F. from the U.K.W.A.



ODDS AND ENDS.

The times used throughout are local times but I have kept to
B.S.T. for the shipping forecast as this was how we recorded it.

We were worried that the new National Park regulations would
limit where we would be able to sail. In fact they caused us no
problems at all. The weather did not allow us to spend any nights
outside harbours but our exploration on foot showed us beaches on
the east ends of all the islands that were accessible and had no
restrictions. There was no sign of anybody policing the
regulations from the seaward side. The places that you are not
allowed to enter are ideal for breeding birds, not cruising
Wayfarers. On the islands there are plenty of good maps and there
are footpaths through most of the closed areas, so even on land
you are not too restricted. My advice would be:do not be put off
by bureaucracy, it is still a marvellous area for cruising.

On both our trips to the Frisians we have had gales. All the
holiday makers were well equipped with woolly hats and warm
clothes. All the beaches had wind breaks for hire. This I think
adds up to the fact that it is often windy. You should perhaps
therefore be prepared not to be able to sail every day.The
islands themselves are great fun to explore on foot or bicycle.
Apart from the German islands that we did not revisit, Borkum and
Nordeney, they are very quiet. No cars are allowed. We found that
we preferred the eastern islands in both the Dutch and German
chain.

Because of the shallow waters and strong tides the seas are often
more dangerous than the wind. It is not an area for the faint
hearted. To get from one island to the next you have to cross the
exposed waters between them, the Seegat, Where the tide runs at
it's fastest. The Dutch islands are further off shore than the
German. On this trip we found we could often see the mainland.
The distances between the islands are not very great. We
therefore found that apart from when we went across more than one
watershed we did not sail very far each day.

For us the trip to Helgoland was the climax. Not because the
island is of great interest but because we had such fun
navigating ourselves there. The fog was an added bonus as it
really put our navigation to the test. Despite it being school
holidays there was no problem with crowds of boats. Perhaps the
National Park has had the desired effect and persuaded people to
go elsewhere. We did not find the Germans quite as welcoming as
the Dutch, but not unfriendly.

We would definitely recommend it as a cruising area and would be
happy to supply any extra information if people wanted to get in
touch.
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DOCUMENTS.

Small Ships Registration.
Helmsman's Certificate of Competence.
VHF licences.

Passports.
E111 to obtain medical treatment abroad.

Green card for car insurance.
Boat insurance.




